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Abstract.—To provide an easy and reliable work tool to identify the sex of Rockhopper Penguin (Eudyptes chrysocome) chicks, we weighed and measured 95 nestlings in the crèche phase during 24-31 January 2017 on the Falkland
Islands, Argentina. Sex was subsequently determined using DNA analyses of blood from the same individuals. Significant differences were found in bill length (exposed culmen), bill depth and width, flipper length, and diagonal
tarsus, but stepwise discriminant analysis showed bill length to be the best predictor for sex determination. Our
model correctly classified 82.7% of males and 90.2% of females (overall correct classification 86.2%). Threshold
bill length was 36.64 mm, with values above this point being males and values below being females. Therefore, it
appears that measuring bill length is an easy, immediate, and accurate method to sex Rockhopper Penguins during
the crèche phase. Received 23 February 2018, accepted 19 April 2018.
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Easy and reliable methods to identify the
sex of individuals are useful for the study of
many aspects of avian biology. Active management, population dynamics and biological studies can require sexual determination
in real time, with no opportunities to analyze
DNA. Penguins generally exhibit sexual dimorphism as adults, with males larger and
heavier than females, but generally differences
are not evident enough to provide a reliable
sexing method without DNA or morphometric confirmation (Poisbleau et al. 2010). The
extent of this dimorphism may vary between
species and subspecies (Warham 1972; Agnew
and Kerry 1995; Arnould et al. 2004), and between age categories within the same species
(Scolaro 1987; Setiawan et al. 2004). Due to
this variation, it may be necessary to use an independent reference dataset per species, per
subspecies and per age class to most accurately
determine sex (Poisbleau et al. 2010).
Discriminant function analysis has often
been used to sex species of birds that are
sexually monochromatic but show sexual
dimorphism in size (Brennan et al. 1991;
Ferrer and de le Court 1992; Delgado and
Penteriani 2004; Ferrer et al. 2016). Exter-

nal morphometric measurements are taken
from individuals of known sex to develop
discriminant functions and then test them
(Amat et al. 1993; Lorentsen and Røv 1994).
William (1983) and Titus et al. (1984) have
noted the power and limitation of these discriminant techniques.
In penguins, there are no reliable plumage differences that can be used to distinguish the sex of individuals visually (Davis
and Spiers 1990; Marchant and Higgins
1990). Whereas penguins are dimorphic in
body mass, this measure is usually unreliable due to its variability within and between
years (Warham 1975; Davis and Spiers 1990).
External morphometric indices have been
used widely to assist in the sexing of penguins
(Kerry et al. 1992; Amat et al. 1993; Agnew and
Kerry 1995), and specifically of Rockhopper
Penguins (Eudyptes chrysocome; Poisbleau et al.
2010). However, there are no published data
on the morphometrics of young Rockhopper
Penguins during the crèche phase. The purpose of this study was to gather data on morphometric indices to determine the most reliable means of sexing Rockhopper Penguin
chicks in the field during the crèche period.
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	Rockhopper Penguin Sex Determination
Methods
Study Area
We conducted this study on Saunders Island
(51.37° S, 60.09° W), located in the northern part of
the Falkland Islands. The Falkland Islands are home
to King (Aptenodytes patagonicus), Gentoo (Pygoscelis
papua), Rockhopper, and Magellanic (Spheniscus magellanicus) penguins, as well as Rock Shags (Phalacrocorax
magellanicus), Imperial Cormorants (P. atriceps), and
Black-browed Albatross (Thalassarche melanophrys).
The Rockhopper Penguin is the smallest crested penguin with a weight of 2.0-3.5 kg. The Southern Rockhopper Penguin (E. c. chrysocome) has a global population of around 1 million birds, with one of the largest
populations being in the Falkland Islands (Baylis et al.
2013).
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look for differences in each one of the measurements.
We then used forward stepwise discriminant analysis to
build the best explanatory discriminant model with the
minimum possible number of morphometric variables
to accurately determine sex. Each variable was moved
into the model in successive steps, with an F = 3.84 to enter (0.95 probability) and F = 2.71 to remove (0.90 probability). Wilks’ lambda statistic was derived to quantify
the discriminant power of each model. Finally, we used
a Jackknife procedure as posterior cross-validations
of the predictive accuracy of the resulting functions
(Manly 1986). There are some alternative analyses like
logistic regression and multimodel inference that could
be used, but discriminant function analyses have been
the most commonly used in analyzing sex differences in
birds. For comparative proposes, we decide to use this
approach. We conducted analyses using STATISTICA
software (StatSoft, Inc. 2007).

Body Measurements and Molecular Sexing
We captured 95 nestling Rockhopper Penguins during 24-31 January 2017. All nestlings were randomly selected from colonies on Saunders Island. The sizes of
the study colonies were > 300 breeding pairs in all cases.
All of the sampled birds were between 25-35 days of age,
which is at the beginning of the crèche phase (Poisbleau et al. 2010). We measured all of the nestlings using
calipers and a rule, and weighed them using a spring
balance. We recorded body mass (to the nearest 10 g).
We measured bill length (exposed culmen; Amat et al.
1993), bill depth, bill width, flipper length (to the nearest mm) and diagonal tarsus (to the nearest 0.1 mm)
with digital calipers (Ferrer et al. 2016). To reduce variability, most of the measurements (> 90%) were made
by the same observer.
We analyzed DNA from blood samples that were extracted from the medial metatarsal (caudal tibia) vein
and then placed into lithium heparin tubes. Sex was
determined by means of PCR amplification of sections
from the CHD1-Z and CHD1-W genes that are located
on the avian sex chromosomes (Griffiths et al. 1998).
Using this technique, we identified 41 females and 52
males from the 93 birds used in the discriminant analysis.
Statistical Analyses
Mean and standard deviation (SD) for all measurements were calculated for each sex. All six variables were
normally distributed and met the conditions for homogeneity of variance. To check for overall differences
in size between sex classes, we performed a MANOVA
analysis. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of all
six morphometric measurements were conducted to

Results
Significant differences in overall size of
the measurements were evident between
the sexes (Table 1). Females were significantly smaller than males in all cases, with
bill length and flipper length being the
most dimorphic (Table 2). The stepwise
discriminant analysis retained only bill
length as the best predictor variable in the
discriminant model and excluded all the
other variables (Wilks’ lambda = 0.573, F =
67.566, P < 0.001). The discriminant function was:
D = 0.468 (bill length) – 16.856
Values of D > 0 identified males, and
values of D < 0 identified females. This
model correctly classified 82.7% of males
and 90.2% of females (overall success was
86.2%; 13 birds were misclassified). The
Jackknife procedure also correctly classified
86.2% of the whole sample. By solving the
function for D = 0, we obtained a threshold
bill length of 36.64 mm, with values above
this point being males and values below it
being females.

Table 1. Test of significance (with sigma-restricted parameterization) of the effect of sex in morphometric measurements of young Rockhopper Penguins using MANOVA.
Parameter

Test

Value

Intercept
Sex

Wilks’ lambda
Wilks’ lambda

0.0008
0.5488

F
16,059.57
11.78

Effect - df

Error - df

P

6
6

86
86

< 0.001
< 0.001
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Table 2. Mean, SD and ANOVA analyses of morphometric measurements of Rockhopper Penguins during the
crèche phase.
Males (n = 52)
Parameter

Mean

Weight (g)
Bill length (mm)
Bill depth (mm)
Bill width (mm)
Flipper length (mm)
Diagonal tarsus (mm)

1,866.34
37.63
19.09
15.29
164.85
28.14

SD
344.24
2.21
1.93
1.35
6.30
2.39

Discussion
The significant differences found in bill
length between the sexes of Rockhopper
Penguins on Saunders Island, Falkland Islands, are of little surprise. Comparisons
of sexual dimorphism among penguins
show that bill length is the most common
and useful measurement to separate males
from females (Kerry et al. 1992; Amat et al.
1993; Agnew and Kerry 1995; Poisbleau et al.
2010). The dimorphic nature of penguins
has been well documented (Gales 1988; Davis and Spiers 1990; Murie et al. 1991; Agnew
and Kerry 1995), and now it is possible to
determine the sex of individual penguins of
several species without invasive techniques.
Our results indicate significant size dimorphism between female and male Rockhopper Penguins during the crèche phase.
Since there was considerable overlap in the
ranges of some measurements, discriminant
functions using morphometric measurements as predictor variables improved accuracy. The best model in our discriminant
analysis showed a high level of overall correct classification of sex (86.2%), supported
by several statistics and cross-validations. On
the other hand, although scarcely tested,
even sexing birds using DNA amplification
can provide wrong classifications due to sample contamination, experimental error and
observer error, up to 20% of wrong classifications (Palma et al. 2001).
Measures like weight, wing length, flipper
length or foot pad length are widely used in
sex determination of birds (Amat et al. 1993;
Hedd et al. 1998; Sagar et al. 1998; Copello
et al. 2006), although these morphometric

Females (n = 41)
Mean
1,686.58
33.97
18.20
14.70
160.26
26.89

SD
310.64
2.03
1.28
1.20
7.24
1.99

F
6.806
67.565
6.390
4.763
10.632
7.133

P
0.010
< 0.001
0.013
0.031
0.001
0.008

characters are quite variable and dependent
on other factors. Weight has high variation,
even within the same day, and is dependent
on food eaten, stage of growth and environmental conditions. Flipper length and foot
pad length are sensitive to the means of
measurement, given a high variability both
among observers and between repeat measurements by the same observer (Ferrer and
de le Court 1992). For these reasons, morphometric variables derived from hard body
structures like bills and bones (e.g., upper
bill depth) are preferable as stable predictors (Counsilman et al. 1994).
In population dynamic studies, identification of sexes in dead birds (e.g., from skeletal material from depredated birds) is very
important. Determination of sex on these
carcasses would be of interest for population
dynamic studies and can only be determined
from measurements of bones or bills. Bill
length would be useful in this sense, as often
the skull remains intact.
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